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Accident Report to the organisers of
Universities Boat Race 2015

Collision during the women’s B 3/4 Final

Participants

Position University of Stellenbosch
(Maties)

University of Pretoria (Tuks)

Stroke Nicola van Zyl Joanne Etzinger

Seven Eloisa Pretorius Kirsten Dempsey

Six Lisa Moore Kelsey Holden

Five Bianca Silberbauer Ashleigh Nicholas

Four Jen Botes Megan Ranger

Three Kirsten Cassells Hannah Kempe

Two Xanel Geldenhuis Brennah Cosslet

Bow Nina Nel Marissa Viljoen

Cox Caitlin Buddle Montanna Wright

Coach Bevan Stephens Mpumi Geza
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Injured Participants
Nina Nel

Kirsten Cassels

Officials
Umpire: Steven Cahill

Assistant Umpires: Adrian Higgins and Tony Gliddon

Pilot: Derek Sinclair

Additional officials: A full list of officials can be obtained from the organisers, because they were not
directly involved in this incident, they are not recorded here.

Time
The collision occurred at approximately 15H40

Weather
Bright sunshine with few clouds, a very light Easterly which had no effect on this stretch of the river

Water conditions
Neutral tide with vestiges of flow in the deep channel but beginning to ebb on the sand banks. High
Tide was at 15:02 at the mouth. High tide at the point of collision was estimated to be at 15:47. The
high water mark was 1.74 of mean providing a draught of less than 500mm over the sandbank at the
collision point. There was a light chop on the water of less than 5mm

Description of the Incident
Tuks had drawn the West bank with Maties on the East bank closest to the aligner, Des Beard. The
start was uneventful with Tuks moving out to a lead of about a boat length at Barrett’s Bend. The
Tuks cox used the advantage to cut the corner ahead of Maties and was cautioned by the umpire.
Both crews then cut across the deep water and made straight for the wooden post marking the
sandbank just prior to Brierley’s Bog. The coxes judged the water to be deep enough over the sand
bank but it was insufficient for the umpires launch. The Pilot stayed in the deep channel and the
umpire requested that he move parallel to the boats because Maties had begun to move back on
Tuks. This was so that the umpire could be in a position to see if there was overlap of the boats prior
to the bend at Brierley’s Bog in order to make a ruling on the respective lines and stations the coxes
needed to adhere to should this become necessary. 150 metres before the post the Maties crew
achieved contact with the stern of the Tuks boat. The Tuks cox elected to steer with the post on her
stroke side meaning that she would be between the post and the West Bank. Tuks’s stroke side
blades were within a metre of the post. The bow ball of the Maties crew was in line with the Tuks
number 6. The bow blade of the Maties boat struck the post ejecting her from the boat. Three’s
blade also struck the post injuring her. The momentum carried the boat a boat length past the post.
Because of the shallow draught the ejected rower could not get deep enough to avoid being struck
on the head by riggers and blade shafts of Bow Side. As the collision occurred the pilot immediately
steered in the direction of the crew to offer assistance. The Umpire asked the athletes several times
whether they were ok. Bow climbed back into the boat and completed the race.
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Actions taken subsequent to the race
Medical

Adrian Higgins and Tony Gliddon escorted both Bow and Three of the Stellenbosch boat to the
paramedic station on the bank adjacent to the jetty. Patient privacy was observed, neither official
entered the ambulance. Nina Nel had sustained a minor cut on her back about halfway up next to
the spine, presumably from the rigger as she was ejected from the boat. She had bruising on her
abdomen below the ribs where the blade handle struck her. She had a painful head where the
riggers and blades had struck her while she was in the water. The paramedic checked her for
concussion. Kirsten Cassels was also checked for concussion as the blade handle had struck her and
she had similar bruising below the ribs.

With Coach and crew
The coach and fellow crew mates were advised to monitor the two athletes and report any
drowsiness or concussion related symptoms. Both athletes were advised not to consume any alcohol
for 24 hours and this instruction was passed on to the coach. An interview the following day with the
athletes and their coach confirmed they had adhered willingly to the instruction.

Interview with the Coxswain
Adrian Higgins had a discussion with the coxswain about 30 minutes after the race. Caitlin Buddle
was visibly distressed and in minor shock from the incident. She described the incident in great
detail. Adrian advised her several times that the purpose of the discussion was not to apportion
blame but rather to determine what led to the accident. It transpired that in the heat of racing her
focus was on the adjacent crew and motivating her crew to get past them. She knew about the pole
and had seen it as she approached the sand bank. She became dazzled by the reflections off the
ripples (a common phenomenon for coxes who sit low in the boat) and lost sight of the post. It
should also be borne in mind that in a stern coxed boat the cox’s forward vision is severely restricted
by the athletes in front of her, there is a total blind spot of about 15 to 20 degrees. She also stated
that she had just received a new pair of glasses (which she was wearing at the time and during the
interview) and which were not her correct prescription.

Subsequent racing
The following day Nina Nel raced in the women’s A race because one of the Stellenbosch women
had injured herself off water on barbed wire and could not race due to stitches in the knee. Several
Officials (including Ruth Oldert and Adrian Higgins) monitored Nina during her race with a particular
focus on complications that may arise from concussion and exertion. No problems were
encountered and Maties won that race.

Subsequent action by Officials
The jetty marshals advised all crews embarking to be aware of obstacles on the course. Umpires
bringing down races advised coxswains at the start to be aware of obstacles on the course and
verbal instructions were made to crews as they elected to row over the sandbank (those that did).

Suggestion
A large inflatable buoy should be installed 10 metres upstream from the post for the duration of the
regatta. This means that a soft impact will take place and the boat will have slowed sufficiently
before reaching the post. It will also be more visible and finally will not detract from the regatta by
still allowing crews to go between the post and the West bank should they choose to
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Declaration
This report was compiled by Adrian Higgins. It is compiled with the benefit of hindsight and is subject
to human memory. Any omissions are unintentional. The suggestion is made by Adrian Higgins and
may or may not reflect the views of the Boat Race Organising Committee, USSA-R or the Boat Race
Trustees


